The

Guide to Effective Space Planning

Whether you are a retailer or a manufacturer, we will give you all you need to feel at ease with
Space Planning and how better management of shelf space can improve sales, profit, availability
and ultimately, customer satisfaction.
From a shopper’s perspective, the display will also be easier to shop and allow trading-up to drive
increased basket spend.
The guide will go through the considerations that need to be made when proposing changes to a
display and some principles that should be adopted to achieve the best visual look and thereby
maximise the return from the category.
You will also see the variety of outputs that can be delivered to ensure the correct implementation
of your proposed display.

Things to consider when proposing Space
changes
Opportunities for improvement
-

Category segmentation
Success of new lines
Brand impact
Profitability
Product availability
Stock control
Ease of shop
Communication at point of
purchase

Potential barriers to change
-

-

Seasonality
Exit strategy, especially in slow
moving areas
Need for non-standard or
bespoke equipment may be timeconsuming and expensive
Need for extra shelves in a display
Increase or decrease in linear
space

Space Planning Principles
Product Tiers
Best
•

Brand Blocking

premium

Brands blocked by shelf and usage

Reach Height

Prime location on display
for most profitable products

Better
•

mid-tier

Top shelf is at 1.62m. Some stores
use shelves above this to store
overstocks.

Stockholding
Capacity set to a two case minimum
to avoid out of stock issues. Facings
and capacity increase to cover sales
volumes.
All the products on this display use SRP
to drive efficiency in the store.

Finger Space
Good
•
•

entry level
own label

Note use of gaps between
shelves to allow finger space for
ease of selection by customers.

Space Planning Principles
Horizontal Blocking
Chimney stacking
Avoid Chimney stacking.
Reduces product impact when
a sku is displayed over
multiple shelves with minimal
facings. Creates additional
work for stores – shelf tickets,
replenishing and dressing

Enhance Price
perception

Too many products on the shelf for
vertical blocking – merchandise
horizontally to improve visibility
and sales.

Creating a waterfall effect
If capacity is not an issue then
staggered shelf depths at the top of
the display can be used to create
this effect. Can be useful on slower
moving and smaller product areas.

Display cheapest products to
the left

Optimise Capacity to
Sales
Allocate more space to better
sellers – failure to do this
leads to stockouts

Finger space
Shelf too low affects
product accessibility

Space Planning Points to Remember

What planogram style should I use?
Block Planogram

Imaged Planogram

3D Virtual Planogram

Use when implementing the
display. Shows product detail, shelf
heights, sku number and any other
product detail considered relevant.

Ideal for using as visual sign-off
and as a sense check of
replenishment accuracy.

Shows what the planogram can look
like in a virtual store, maximising the
impact of the display when
presenting to an audience.

Your Planogram displayed in a Virtual Store
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Frequently Asked Questions
What if I can’t apply all the principles?
This isn’t a problem. Use the principles that best suit your objectives.
How many of the principles should I use?
As many as you need, but the more the better.
What if I have conflicts between the principles?
This often happens. Use the principle that is more important to you.
What if I need more information about Space Planning in general?
Please contact us on the email address below and we will be happy to help you out.
Email: info@sodalite.tv
Web: www.sodalite.tv

